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CHANGING OF THE FEPTO CONSTITUTION: 
Necessity, Proposal and Procedure  

 
 

The Council dealt with the changing of the constitution as it was reminded at the last AM in Pra-
vets (s. minutes § 14). A working group has been established consisting of Fred Dorn, Frank Sielec-
ki, Judith Teszáry, Chantal Nève-Hanquet and Nikos Takis who worked out a draft with comments, 
remarks and various proposals concerning the possible wording of the new constitution.   You can 
find it on our platform on top ( https://fepto-networking.eu,  user name,  password Documents in 
Progress ).  You can read  the actual version of our work there. We ask you to read it carefully and 
to discuss it with your colleagues. If you want to give your own comments and make proposals – 
you are warmly invited to –, please do it the following way:  

You enter the category “Encounter Area – Open Space”. There you will find the topic Constitution 
Changing and there attached the draft of Constitution Changing with the last two columns 
“Alternative New Wording” and “Remarks” empty – which allows you to fill in your proposals, sug-
gestions and remarks. Please send them to us latest by the end of April so that we have time to 
prepare the discussion in our Working Group at the AM. The following reflections underline the ne-
cessity of the Constitution Changing and explain the progress of our work.  

Necessity of Constitution Changing and Actualization 
The foundation of FEPTO leads back to the year  1992 – then named first ISCOPE later on ESCOPE 
(European Study and Co-ordination of Psychodrama-Education) and, finally in 1996,  

FEPTO ,in Belgium, is an international non-profit organization according to Belgian law. The then 
agreed and adopted Constitution concedes that “a number of terms contained in it may, in the 
future, require more precise definition” (Preamble). Now, more than 25 years later, considering 
the history and changings in European society since then and the growth of FEPTO as well (about 
60 member-institutions out of 27 countries) it is really necessary not only to find “more precise 
definition” of terms, but also to redefine and to define the global aims, purpose and concrete 
goals. Further more, the usability and practicability of the constitution have to be reconsidered 
and adapted to the actual needs, thus to enable our organization to be an active and respected 
partner on European stage contributing to the welfare of European society by the development of 
Psychodrama in training, research and practice. 

Global aims  
The preamble of a constitution has to render account of the global aims to which the organization 
with all its members and activities is committed to. It thus describes the political and social posi-
tion of the organization, the way it wants to participate in political and social life and to contribute 
to the wellbeing and well functioning of society.  

The suggested new wording of the Preamble is a try to express this need.  

Purposes 
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Concerning the purposes the geographical and hence the political sphere and limitations of acting 
have to be clearly defined – what we tried. Maybe more stress should be laid on the development 
of psychodrama-practice. 

Usability and Practicability  
There is a difference between usability and practicability.  

Usability means how to make use of the constitution as a tool, thus to define 

The location of the association  
The relationship between members and institutional bodies (GA, Council) 
Decision Making in accordance with democratic rules  
The term of office of the Council 
Number of Council members and their responsibilities 
Regulation of voting procedures 
Responsibility for the organization in total.  

According to this, the following topics have to be dealt with and decided in the constitution, to 
make it slim and supple, easily to be handled: 

Art. 3 Membership: The membership issue is a very sensitive question that should be changed 
in accordance to actual needs and the development of the organization. Hence we propose 
to regulate the items of Art. 3.1 – 4 in the by-laws.  

Art. 5 Council: The term and the number of Council members are crucial for the well function-
ing of the Council. There are different opinions how long the term of the Council should last 
and of how many members the Council should  consist of. The proposed regulation allows 
flexibility but of course it has to be discussed and decided.  

Art. 9 Voting: This article touches the sensitive difference between individual members 
(especially founding members) and institutional members. A clear regulation will have to be 
found in the by-laws as we suggest.  

Art. 11 Subscriptions: Additionally to the regulation foreseen by the Constitution we suggest, 
that the annual fee’s arrangement should be fixed in the by-laws.  

On the other hand practicability concerns all issues that should not be regulated in the constitu-
tion, but in by-laws, thus to enable the GA as well as the Council to adapt their activities to actual 
needs to be decided upon easily by the GA or the Council without touching and changing the Con-
stitution  – which in such cases requires a qualified majority of 2/3 of its members (Art. 10). 

To these practical issues belong 

Financial affairs: fixing and changing of membership fees, budgeting, regulation of scholarships 
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etc.  
Rules of procedure for the Council and the GA 
Defining and adapting the conditions of institutional and personal membership within FEPTO 
The organization and developing of networking – enjoying the possibilities digitization offers 
The conditions of application for financial support of projects in the name of or with the sup-

port of FEPTO, clearly defined and budgeted by the responsible organizers. 
Obviously and consequently, we put many regulations to be met into the by-laws: 

Art. 3, 5,7,9,11. Hence we shall have to work in two steps: 

Work on the constitution  

The changing and the adaption of the constitution to actual needs has to be a democratic process 
initiated by the Council at the GA, filled with life by the members and put into effect by the GA 
after a procedure of discussion and acceptance. The organization of this procedure will be the task 
of the new council to be elected at Tallinn. Possibly this – and maybe as well the work on the by-
laws  - may require the support and aid of lawyers.  

Work on the by-laws 

As well by-laws will have to be worked out. Maybe it is too much a challenge to organize this pro-
cedure parallelly, but anyway, it has to be thought of and kept in mind. 

There will be a Small Group concerned with this issue during the Annual Meeting at Tallinn.  

In the name of the Constitution Changing Working Group 

 

Fred Dorn 
Chair of Development Committee 
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